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Introduction

China is poised to join the top wine consumption countries of the world. 
This is an extraordinary feat when considering that a few short years ago 
there was very little wine consumed in China at all, and beer was the 
alcoholic beverage of choice. China is going through growing pains, but 
it is currently the new horizon for foreign wine exports, with enormous 
potential and a burgeoning market for the surplus that has resulted from 
economic challenges elsewhere. Wineries in Australia, France and the 
United States have turned their attention to China to either dip their toe in 
the water, take up their wine glut or in an opportunistic bid to ride a trend. 
However, as I write this, there are indications that the bubble is about to 
burst in China for higher end wine. Who knows what will happen in a few 
months or a year from now. 

So what is the relevance of this to exporting wine to the U.S.? This is one 
example of an evolving world, as it always has been. Today is no different. 
Markets that were once new and exciting are now established, and others 
are declining. Some, especially in Asia, are developing a greater sophis-
tication or appreciation for wines as their economies, and incomes, rise. 
Wines and regions are going through their own popularity ebb and flow, 
independently of everything else. 
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The United States is the most important market for wine today and 
looks like being so for the foreseeable future. After passing the French and 
Italians for largest total wine consumption in 2011, according to Impact 
Databank, Americans consumed 328.7 million cases of wine in 2013. This 
is again increased from 2012 and caps a decade of double digit growth, 
despite a crippling recession and lingering aftereffects. Consumption 
continues to rise, both in terms of population and per capita. The good 
news for anyone considering exporting to the U.S. is that the age groups 
known as Millennial and Gen-X (21 to 48 years old) are drinking more 
imported wine than previous generations. And they are becoming more 
discriminating. According to Shanken Daily Report, new brands are being 
launched, aimed at an “aspirational, yet economically-conscious Millennial 
audience who are continuing to drive the growth of the popular premium 
category.” 

Since the late 1980s when my father tried twice to export his wines to the 
U.S., and failed both times with considerable financial loss, I have seen the 
difficulties of trying to penetrate an unfamiliar market. When the foreign 
winery has no connections to anyone on the ground and very little under-
standing of what it takes to find the right connection, the importer will 
make the difference between success and failure.

In 1992, I started my own U.S. import venture, initially to provide that 
bridge for my family’s wines. I had been living in the United States for 
several years at that point and although I was not previously in the wine 
industry, I still seemed to be the best alternative to the dishonest and 
unprofessional importers my Dad had encountered. Of course, my ‘best’ 
was relative in this case. I was completely lacking in experience and I made 
a lot of early mistakes, but at least my father knew I had his back and I 
would persevere on his behalf. I eventually took on several other wineries 
and formed a solid Australian small winery portfolio, but it was a steep and 
costly learning curve. It was for that reason that I wrote the first book on 
wine importing, How to Import Wine—An Insider’s Guide, to help others 
avoid those pitfalls in the same situation.

Now, as a result of my consulting work, involvement with sites like 
LinkedIn and people who reach out to me on email, I see that the ques-
tions my father had and the confusion he experienced about this market 
are still being echoed by wineries from all over the world. It has compelled 
me to focus on the flip side of importing and try to unravel some of the 
mysteries for exporters who would like an opportunity to sell their wines 
in the United States. In other words, help you find someone who has your 
back.
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Prior to the start of the recession in 2008, the U.S. was a Mecca for wines 
from everywhere and many thought this was always going to be the case. 
The countries whose wines enjoyed enormous acceptance and comfort-
able sales growth in the U.S. planned their futures with this factor as a 
constant, and emerging wine brands saw the United States as the market-
place where 300 million people would absorb their tiny production as the 
ocean might receive a drop of rain. Regions all over the globe expanded 
their reach, continuing to invest in increased planting, vineyard manage-
ment and infrastructure, prepared to accelerate wine volume as quickly as 
demand grew in the U.S. 

Ratings were king then, a high U.S. wine publication score the equiva-
lent of anointing a champion, with a winery happily proclaiming, “if you 
want a bottle of this wine, better decide quickly before it is gone,” and it 
would be gone, swallowed up in the frenzy of distributor demand for their 
“allocation.” There was a time when a 90 point rating from a respected wine 
publication, usually Wine Spectator or The Wine Advocate, guaranteed a 
sales spike and a 95 point rating would incite a stampede. I knew of U.S. 
importers who would not place their orders with wineries until the rele-
vant ratings issue had been published and they were assured of winners. 
In the 1990s, I recall very well where I was when I received news of the 
first 90 points for a wine I represented. At a wine trade show in Colorado, 
competitors came up to my booth to congratulate me, knowing the level 
of sales I could expect from this achievement. Later, when a 90 score was 
more commonplace, I still found myself in the enviable position of having 
to severely restrict sales of a limited production, reasonably priced wine 
that rated 96 in Wine Spectator working from a spreadsheet to allocate case 
numbers as fairly as possible between multiple distributors and retailers. I 
am certainly not alone in that experience. 

Fast forward to today and a 98 point rating for a premium wine may 
barely cause a ripple. In the United States, we have entered a vastly different 
arena, one in which a perfect storm of issues has changed everything: 

 ■ economic constraints through less disposable income and reduced 
use of credit 

 ■ proliferation of vineyards and regions 

 ■ Consolidation of U.s. distributors and investment in their own brands 

 ■ Weak U.s. dollar

 ■ rise of the personal recommendation 

 ■ emphasis on social media and peer influence

 ■ Waning of the subjective ratings system 
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These have conspired to create a market that is in the process of reinven-
tion. Notice, I didn’t say “disintegration” or “decline.” The new economic 
and societal conditions do not negate opportunities for exported wines. It 
is just not as easy as it once was and the old rules no longer apply. The days 
of the Wine Gold Rush in the U.S. are over, but gold rushes and the dawn of 
new eras are always temporary. Nothing stays at a fever pitch forever. Many 
people strike it rich during those heady times and many others spend 
their days chasing a pipe dream, unprepared and unable to grasp its wispy 
smoke before it disappears. The U.S. has become a wine market of changed 
expectations. Ratings from one or two major wine publications, although 
still important, no longer monopolize tastes and buying decisions.

The arena is different conditions in other respects. Global communi-
cation is far easier and more prolific in a variety of forms, such as Skype 
and webinars, social media occupies a much more prominent position in 
the marketing segment and the Millennial generation is changing how, 
when and what wine is consumed. But wine attributes, diversity, price 
and packaging are paramount and have supplanted the formerly ratings-
driven market, where a wine’s appeal was dictated by one or two palates 
and wineries were pursuing an often nebulous and elusive goal. 

We are finally emerging from the recession with steady projected growth 
in the U.S. and now might very well be the best time for the market savvy, 
well-positioned winery to enter the fray. It isn’t the same world it once was, 
but learning the new rules makes success feasible. This is where diligence, 
creativity, perseverance and long term planning play a far bigger role in 
bringing wines to the U.S. and into the consumer’s hands. And sometimes 
luck, timing and serendipity. But no voyages end up at an intended desti-
nation without plotting a course. No new wine export venture into the 
U.S. can prevail without at least a rudimentary knowledge of this complex 
market, well before embarking on the first attempt. And for those who 
have attempted and failed in the past, or found an importer but limped 
along with varying results, it’s time to tear up previous projections and start 
afresh. The intention of this book is to give a winery owner, vigneron or 
exporter the navigational tools to steer a course through this market like a 
seasoned pro.
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1

Understanding 
the U.S. Market

Top Ten Myths and Misconceptions
When I wrote the book on U.S. wine importing I imagined it would also give 
the exporter a rare glimpse into the workings of a complex wine market in 
a country that was often the objective of a foreign winery’s aspirations. I 
believe that most of How to Import Wine—An Insider’s Guide does just that, 
but in the time since it was published, I have come to realize that many 
misconceptions remain. I am faced with the same issues and questions 
day after day from exporters and foreign (i.e. non-U.S.) wineries that U.S. 
importers have learned by dealing with it every day, or take for granted as 
inhabitants of this country. 

Therefore, addressing the top ten misconceptions will be the first order 
of business in this chapter. 

#1 The USA is One Market
I have heard this one so many times it deserves top billing on the miscon-
ception hit parade. That it persists is understandable. After all, Germany is 
one market, France is one market, as is each of Australia, New Zealand and 
so on. In fact, much of Europe can freely trade across country borders. It is 
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inconceivable that one country has fifty different markets, as the U.S. does, 
along with fifty different sets of rules, laws and regulations, but it is one of 
the most important factors in distribution here and will be emphasized in 
other areas of the book. 

#2 Importer, Agent, and Distributor all Mean the Same Thing
Wineries outside the U.S. are often accustomed to the word “agent” as a 
person who handles the importation and distribution of wines in their 
respective markets. This is not a term used at all in the U.S. There is only 
one entity that a foreign brand owner will sell to and that is a wine importer. 
To the uninitiated, the term “importer” appears indistinguishable from 
“distributor” and some foreign producers use it interchangeably. In the 
U.S., the titles are as different as vigneron is from importer or distributor is 
from retailer, and must be understood from the outset. That’s not to say an 
importer cannot also be a distributor—under certain circumstances—but 
to understand the roles, we must look at them in their discrete forms. 

Importer is the term for the licensed person or company who directly 
liaises with the winery (in most instances) and is the only entity autho-
rized to import alcohol into the U.S. An importer is licensed by the Alcohol 
Tobacco Tax Bureau (TTB) a Federal government agency.

Distributor is the licensed company in a particular state and which is 
authorized to buy alcohol from an importer and sell it to a retail store, 
restaurant, hotel, grocery store, casino or chain within their state bound-
aries. They are also known as a wholesaler or wholesale distributor. 

#3 Anyone From a Foreign Country Can Send 
Samples at Any Time to Someone in the U.S.

A foreign supplier can only send wine to or through a federally licensed 
importer. No winery or wine supplier can send wine to a consumer in the 
U.S., even if the customer paid for it at the point of origin during a vine-
yard visit, or through a website with a credit card, unless they are sending 
it through the proper channels, that is with COLA (Certificate of Label 
Approval) or COLA waiver and cleared legally through U.S. Customs. The 
former is the U.S. compliant label that the importer obtains for the supplier 
and the latter is an exception for samples. Both issues will be discussed in 
much more detail in a chapter devoted to conforming U.S. labels. 

In this instance I am not referring to unaccompanied wine, i.e. in the 
luggage of a person traveling from overseas, for whom there is a duty 
free allowance of one liter per person. In every other circumstance, U.S. 
Customs prohibits the transit of alcohol, in any amount, via air or ocean, 
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via any commercial carrier, without either a COLA or a COLA waiver. 
Although these tasks are the purview of the importer, it is incumbent upon 
the exporter to be apprised of the requirements, so that the samples start 
their journey within legal parameters. Many people try to ‘wing’ it or ‘game 
the system’, but to do so invites intervention by U.S. Customs, which will 
most certainly seize the non-compliant shipment and either destroy it or 
return it at the exporter’s expense. Any importer who tries to have a foreign 
supplier ship samples in this way also risks their own license. 

Besides, although shipping and clearance can be expensive, the process 
to ship samples is neither onerous nor cost-prohibitive in the pursuit of an 
importer. 

#4 Only Serious Prospects Request Samples
I would hope this is true, but of course it isn’t always. Any exporter or 
producer in Europe or the Southern Hemisphere is understandably 
thinking that only importers who seriously want to consider representa-
tion would bother with the nuisance and expense of requesting samples 
or agreeing to a request from the winery to ship samples. 

The cost to clear samples through U.S. Customs is from around $35 to 
$125, depending upon whether your importer carries a continuous bond, 
or has to pay a single bond each time a shipment is cleared. It would also 
depend in part on the number of cases of wine since duty is involved, but 
this is a nominal amount compared to freight costs. As a rule, the cost of 
samples and shipping generally falls to the exporter, and the U.S. importer 
is often responsible for customs clearance. 

Most importers are just trying to earn a living, employing reason-
able practices and making decisions based on what they think will sell. 
Obviously, they need to taste the wine they may represent and consider 
it in context with other factors, such as price and packaging. Determining 
that you have a serious importer prospect is paramount in determining 
whether you should send samples. All of this is covered in more detail later.

#5 Producers Can Sell to any U.S. Wine Business
You may have a very interested retailer who visits your vineyard and 
would love to sell your wine in his or her shop, but this is only possible if 
an importer and distributor are also involved in the process. These days, 
many importers are also distributors and vice versa, and very large retailers 
use these wholesale arms (importer/distributor) to clear product for them 
at a nominal cost, but in its simplest form the fact is that a foreign supplier 
cannot sell to just any U.S. wine business. And even the most enthusiastic 
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interest from one party, that is distributor, retailer or consumer, cannot 
guarantee representation in the U.S. market. Only an importer is licensed 
to bring wines to the U.S. for sale.

#6 Once an Importer Buys the Wine, the 
Producer has Nothing Else to do

This is probably one of the misconceptions that is most damaging to the 
wine producer and their relationship with the importer. Although we 
might all wish otherwise, the purchase is just the start of the transaction. 
What this means and how to build a sales relationship with your importer 
will be covered later in detail. 

#7 U.S. Importers Are the Barrier to Entry
This is a curious one to me as an importer, because importers are the way 
into the U.S. wine market, not the gatekeepers. In my view, and the way 
in which I have conducted my business for twenty years, importers are 
the key to business and will open many doors, not just that initial gate to 
facilitate entry into the U.S. market. And yet, an importer as a “barrier” is 
exactly the way it was voiced to me not too long ago, and is apparently 
a common complaint. I imagine it comes from a loose perception of the 
market as being rigidly preserved for the express and profitable benefit of 
the wholesaler (importer and distributor are both in that category) when 
how much easier it would be to be able to sell directly to the restaurant, 
retail store or even the consumer. Importers are a cog in the wheel of this 
government imposed system and we must maintain our place in it until 
the system is overhauled or discarded. Meanwhile, knowledgeable, experi-
enced importers are eminently qualified to assist the foreign producer with 
entry and sales, and even with a far greater range of distribution than they 
could normally achieve on their own. 

#8 Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau Can 
Refuse Entry Based on the Quality of the Wine

The Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (TTB) regulates the 
content of the labels affixed to bottles of alcohol entering this country. 
They also license importers, exporters and wholesalers and are involved in 
a number of other regulatory pursuits. But this misconception apparently 
stems from the erroneous idea that a winery must submit all wine samples 
to TTB and, on the basis of some undefined and apparently arbitrary level 
of ‘quality’, may be refused entry and barred from distribution. This is abso-
lutely not true. Although TTB does require the submission of all wine labels 
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to it for approval under rigid guidelines and can, under unusual circum-
stances, request wine for lab analysis, it is not true that it can or would 
refuse entry to any brand or any wine based on a perception of quality. 
If that were the case, many wines already in distribution in this country 
would never have made it past TTB.

#9 If a Producer Attends a Trade Tasting Event They Will 
Meet Many Active and Interested Importers

Wineries representatives, at considerable expense, travel to the U.S. to 
attend trade shows put on by various entities, both government sponsored 
and privately held. These events can be very useful, depending upon 
many factors such as venue, invitees, preparation by the producer and 
expectations. They will be a complete waste of time if there is little or no 
pre-planning, there are no contacts made with interested parties and no 
appointments made ahead of time. Cost, of both the show itself and other 
expenses, such as travel and wine, must be factored in to the equation. 

#10 The More Emails Sent and LinkedIn Posts Generated, 
the Greater the Chance of Finding an Importer

This is not one of those situations where you play the odds, hoping for a 
certain percentage return on your general marketing campaign. There are 
so many emails received by all importers and distributors from wineries 
seeking representation that generic emails touting the qualities of another 
unknown brand are going to be deleted. Relationship building is an inte-
gral component of the wine business at every stage and just as important 
at the beginning as it is at any other. We will explore this further in future 
chapters.

I often see capitalized discussions begun in LinkedIn groups starting 
with something like WINERY SEEKING IMPORTER. This scattershot 
approach will rarely, if ever, produce results. Most people who see this type 
of post will think that the winery is either naive and does not understand 
even the rudimentary elements of the U.S. market or is desperate because 
they’ve exhausted other avenues. A producer seeking representation in the 
U.S. must find a way to appeal to a potential importer by differentiating 
their wine from everyone else’s, letting the importer know why this will 
sell for them, and finding the best importer for their individual scenario. 
LinkedIn is a very useful tool and a valuable resource. However, homework 
and a focused message will produce much better results. 
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Current Influences on the U.S. Wine Industry
Much has altered since the economic crash of 2008. Having an inside feel 
for the changes in the wine industry will help inform any foreign supplier 
as to whether this is the time to focus on the U.S. market, and what is going 
to increase the likelihood of success. Changes include:

 ■ decrease in price paid for wines overall

post-2008, many importers found themselves with high priced wines 
that were no longer affordable and had to slash prices. This led to 
dumping on the market, importers who went out of business and, 
in some cases, pushback against certain categories that were associ-
ated with expensive wines.

 ■ expectation of greater value for quality

With a steady supply of better wines at lower prices, consumers had 
an opportunity to try wines of higher quality, develop their palates 
and continue to demand greater value as their disposable income 
was shrinking. There has also been a trend throughout the world to 
elevate winemaking technique, vineyard management and overall 
quality of wines, with a view to creating a competitive edge in a 
struggling economy, and a growing wine surplus.

 ■ explosion of social media, affecting buying decisions

as Twitter, Facebook, blogs and other ways of communicating online 
exploded, “word-of-mouth” on the internet has had a key buying 
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impact. Whether it’s finding bargains on a blog that reviews and 
recommends wines “under $20”, for example, or searching for the 
best online or in-store prices for a certain wine, at any price point, 
this is the new normal. 

 ■ Lesser influence of former rating czars

Tied to the social media phenomenon in wine buying decisions is 
the waning influence of the two or three guiding wine raters who 
could formerly make or break a brand with a number. There are still 
benefits to reviews and ratings in the main publications, but their 
influence has been considerably diluted, and in the case of every 
day or value wines, there are often much more reliable sources. 
sophistication, evolution of the rating system and necessity born of 
the economic downturn have resulted in an altered wine world.

 ■ rising influence of “Millennials” as consumers

This group of newly minted wine drinkers has come of legal drinking 
age in a social media dominated world and many of their own wine 
buying decisions are predicated on the economic reality they inher-
ited. They expect value, they are adventurous, they don’t want to 
be tied to any preconceptions of an established industry and they’re 
eager to learn more about wine than preceding american genera-
tions were at their age.

 ■ shift in preferred origins and styles

partly as a result of natural evolution, what were once emerging 
trends are now considered mainstream, some newer regions have 

Millennial

Gen XBoomers

Older

U.S. Market Segment by Age

Millennial (21–33)

Gen X (34–45)

Boomers (46–64)

Older (65+)
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developed to the extent that they can now export, and some of the 
older, more established regions are falling out of favor. This is one 
of the most important elements in understanding the U.s. wine 
industry. being able to see where your wines fit within current and 
future trends is paramount to understanding potential, price points, 
marketability and demand.

An Overview of the U.S. Wine Industry
First and foremost, it is important to understand that this is a heavily regu-
lated wine country. There are fifty different states in the United States. All of 
them behave as if they are fifty different countries, due in large part to the 
attitudes and motivations of each state’s legislature in the years following 
Prohibition. 

The passage of the 21st Amendment, which repealed Prohibition, resulted 
in laws that were designed to maintain control over the sale and distribu-
tion of alcoholic beverages by different factions, each within their own state’s 
borders, resulting in what is known as the “three-tier system”. The three tiers 
are producers, distributors, and retailers. The basic structure of the system 
is that producers can sell their products only to wholesale distributors who 
then sell to retailers, and only retailers may sell to consumers. Producers 
include brewers, wine makers, distillers and importers.

From Wikipedia: 

The only state with a privately operated retailing and distribution 
system that does not require any form of three-tier system is the State 
of Washington. In Washington, retailers may purchase alcoholic 
beverages directly from producers, may negotiate volume discounts, 
and may warehouse their inventory themselves. However, the three-
tier system remains a de facto reality in Washington despite the law. 
In most situations, the law requires adherence to the three-tier model.

When Pennsylvania created the Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board in 
1933, then-Gov. Gifford Pinchot said it would “discourage the purchase of 
alcoholic beverages by making it as inconvenient and expensive as possible.” 
This archaic model for selling alcoholic beverages remains in effect today.

Producer 
/Importer 

Wholesaler 
(Distributor) 

Retailer 
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Despite many challenges from wineries and others interested in broad-
ening wine sales, particularly in direct shipping to consumers, the three-
tier system has remained relatively unassailable. This is largely due to the 
vigorous efforts of the Wine and Spirits Wholesalers of America, a trade 
and lobby organization with many wholesaler members whose interests 
are served by preserving the status quo.

The three-tier model is true no matter what the circumstances, but often 
affects spirits and brewers to a greater or lesser degree. As if this wasn’t 
confusing enough, it can be diluted or multiplied in a business model in 
different circumstances. For example:

 ■ in Control states (discussed later), this model becomes more of a 
two-tier system, in that the state is both wholesaler and retailer. 
(although again there are variations on this, depending upon the 
state.) having said that, the three tiers remain in place in theory, 
since the markups and margins enjoyed by a Control state are similar 
to those in other states.

 ■ national wholesale distributor chains may appear to circumvent 
the laws of individual states, when in fact they are adhering to it by 
establishing (or buying) brick and mortar businesses in each state in 
which they do business, and operating as licensed entities within the 
framework of that state’s three-tier system. 

 ■ a distributor may choose to import one or more of their products 
for several reasons, such as to have more control over a brand in 
their portfolio, to realize a double margin on a sale, (i.e. importer 
and distributor), or even because the distributor was approached by 
a winery to import their wines exclusively in that region. normally, 
their distribution business takes precedence over the importing 
aspect because they choose to limit their importing to their local 
area. in this case, it will be understood up front with the winery that 
there is limited sales potential for their wine, to the extent of the 
limitations of the individual distribution area.

 ■ an importer can choose to distribute their own products in their 
state, (the opposite of the above example) by applying for the correct 
licenses and establishing an office, warehouse and distribution 
system—the sales and delivery mechanism—and paying the appro-
priate taxes. generally, an importer will choose to distribute for some 
of the same reasons as the wholesaler, but the focus will be the 
inverse of the wholesaler who chooses to import, because national 
or regional distribution will require the greater attention. if they 
have agreed to take on and import a brand for national distribution, 
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expectations would likely be higher that they would be making 
inroads into multiple states. 

in California, for example, an importer can be all parts of the three-
tier system and more. an importer may be a distributor and also an 
online retailer, effectively operating over all three tiers. California 
wineries have even more latitude in the three areas of wine sales 
than other licensed entities because of the importance of the wine 
industry to the California economy. generally, the line between 
wholesale and retail in most states is much more restricted.

Tied-House laws are the basis for the three-tier system and relate back 
to England where laws were put into effect to regulate the sales of alcoholic 
beverages in bars, pubs and taverns, where the ownership of the entity was 
“tied” to a specific supplier of alcoholic beverages, who was given an unfair 
advantage in selling their own products. 

According to California Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC): 

Tied house refers to a practice in this country prior to Prohibition and 
still occurring in England today where a bar or public house, from 
whence comes the “house” of tied house, is tied to the products of a 
particular manufacturer, either because the manufacturer owns the 
house, or the house is contractually obligated to carry only a particular 
manufacturer’s products. The original policy rationale for this body 
of law was to: 1) promote the state’s interest in an orderly market; 2) 
prohibit the vertical integration and dominance by a single producer 
in the marketplace; 3) prohibit commercial bribery and protect the 
public from predatory marketing practices; and, 4) discourage and/
or prevent the intemperate use of alcoholic beverages. Generally, other 
than exceptions granted by the Legislature, the holder of one type 
of license is not permitted to do business as another type of licensee 
within the “three-tier” system. 

This is no longer true. There have been numerous challenges to the 
Tied-House laws and successful erosion or evolution has taken place 
around the country. Much of the opposition comes from large retail chains 
such as Costco. There will no doubt be more to come as the climate of the 
wine industry, the business models and the available technology continue 
to evolve at rapid rates. In any case, you will be relying on your importer, 
whose job it is to be aware of the most current legal requirements. 

Political influence from liquor distributors played a large part in estab-
lishing restrictive laws through heavy lobbying efforts that also shape 
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legislation today, spawning and maintaining the three-tier system, which 
ensures that the distribution of alcohol is regulated separately by each state, 
in accordance with each state’s wishes. It is within this framework that all 
licensed wine entities—importer, distributor, retailer—must operate today, 
with the exception of the government controlled states, where the govern-
ment is both wholesaler and retailer. It was not easy then, and despite 
some recent erosion of the strictest of laws, it has not become markedly 
easier today. Those powerful lobbying factions safeguard the status quo, 
and hamper cross-border wine sales. This is an important consideration 
for a foreign supplier, as it fundamentally impacts your importer’s ability 
to conduct business, and to what degree, where and how. 

Even today, there are some counties within states that maintain Prohibition 
type laws, remaining “dry” counties, where selling alcohol is illegal. 

Fifty Different States—A Potpourri of Cultures
The United States is not just divided by legal borders and state legisla-
tures, but by styles and tastes that characterize diverse regions. These have 
evolved by immigrant settlement, proximity to each continent (i.e. Europe 
to East Coast vs. West Coast to Southern Hemisphere), the climate and 
their local wine production culture. This is another significant consider-
ation when a brand owner begins looking at exporting to the U.S. In the 
Midwest, for example, there is a large concentration of Germans and 
Eastern Europeans. In Minnesota (where the ancestry is 29% German), 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Missouri and Ohio, the extent of German immigration 
heavily influenced food and therefore wine drinking habits. This is still true 
today, despite considerable evolution through the generations. 

In other states, including those in the Midwest, there is a high propor-
tion of Eastern Europeans, which would leave them open to wines from the 
Czech Republic, Republic of Georgia, Rumania, etc. 

Sweeter wines of various origins are especially popular in the South, 
due not as much to migration but to acquired tastes. In California, and 
much of the West, tastes run to New World wines that mirror the styles that 
California, with its abundant sunshine, produces. 

There is always fluidity in any situation, of course, but seeking importers 
within regions of population concentration that would be receptive to the 
wines you produce can certainly help the sales of your wines. Having this 
knowledge before you research appropriate importer matches can help 
guide both your decision-making and your new importer’s efforts. 

* * *
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Final Thoughts
I am not originally from the United States either. I came here as an adult 
and began my wine importing company with absolutely no experience. I 
spent far too long trying to learn the ins and outs of this business on my 
own, making many expensive mistakes along the way. I not only had to 
understand the laws and structure, but also the cultural distinctions of my 
adopted country that make the difference in establishing credibility and 
developing relationships. Debunking myths and shedding light on this 
confusing market is one step forward in your journey towards finding a 
home for your wines in the U.S.



The Wine Business Library

Organic Wine: a 
Marketer’s guide
Béatrice cointreau 

Building on detailed case 
studies, cointreau presents 
an exhaustive analysis 
of global production and 
market trends, and provides 
clear insights on how to 
position one’s product to 
the best effect.

$29.95 
ISBN 978-1935879633 
Pub date: October 1, 2015 
Paperback, 6 x 9 inches, 
200 pp., graphs and charts

Wine Marketing & sales, 
2nd editiOn
Paul Wagner, Janeen 
Olsen, Ph.d., and liz thach, 
Ph.d, foreword by robert 
Mondavi

this completely revised 
and updated edition 
of the bestselling book 
puts new, practical, and 
powerful strategies into 
the hands of veteran brand 
managers and marketing 
professionals, and the vast 
bank of wine marketing 
knowledge within reach of 
the nascent winery owner.

$75.00 
ISBN 978-1-934259-25-2 
Hardcover, 7 x 10 inches, 
400 pp., illustrations and 
fully indexed

Wine Business case 
studies: thirteen cases 
frOM the real WOrld 
Of Wine Business 
ManageMent
Pierre Mora, editor

Published in association 
with the Bordeaux 
college of Business, this 
book applies business 
pedagogy’s powerful 
learning tool to the unique 
challenges of wine business 
management. Wine 
Business Case Studies is 
written by an international 
group of respected wine 
business scholars.

$30.00 
ISBN 978-1-935879-71-8 
Paperback, 8.5 x 11 inches, 
300 pp., graphs and charts

the Business Of 
WineMaking
Jeffrey l. lamy

Places all facets of the wine 
business in perspective 
for investors, owners, 
and anyone else who is 
interested in how the wine 
business operates.

$45.00 
ISBN 978-1-935879-65-7 
Paperback, 7 x 10 inches, 
360 pp., 250 illustrations, 
charts, graphs, and fully 
indexed

Wine Marketing Online
Brue Mcgechan

the whole wired realm of 
wine marketing is revealed 
in this encyclopedic yet 
readable and easy-to-follow 
guide.

$29.95 
ISBN 978-1-935879-87-9 
Paperback, 6 x 9 inches, 
418 pp., illustrations and 
fully indexed

hOW tO launch YOur 
Wine career
liz thach, Ph.d. &  
Brian d’emilio, foreword by 
Michael Mondavi

career coaching from two 
of wine’s most respected 
professionals and scores 
of industry icons like 
winemaker heidi Barrett 
and writer James laube of 
the Wine Spectator. 

$29.95 
ISBN 978-1-934259-06-1 
Paperback, 6 x 9 inches, 
354 pp., fully indexed

BOardandBench.cOM



The Viticulture and Enology Library

cOncePts in Wine 
technOlOgY, sMall 
WinerY OPeratiOns
Yair Margalit, Ph.d.

revised and updated, this 
detailed how-to guide, 
written by physical chemist 
and winemaker Yair 
Margalit, is organized in the 
sequence of winemaking, 
and is both an excellent 
text for the classroom and 
a concise guide for the 
practicing winemaker.

$40.00 
ISBN 978-1-935879-80-0 
Hardcover, 7 x 10 inches, 
320 pp., illustrations, charts, 
graphs, and fully indexed

Wine faults: causes, 
effects, cures
John hudelson, Ph.d., 
foreword by John 
Buechsenstein

a precise and 
comprehensive description 
of the problems 
encountered at times by 
all winemakers and wine 
judges. every microbial 
infection found in today’s 
wineries is fully described 
and arrayed in full-color 
slides. 

$39.95 
ISBN 978-1-934259-63-4 
Paperback, 8.5 x 11 inches, 
96 pp., full-color illustrations 
and fully indexed

cOncePts in Wine 
cheMistrY, 3rd editiOn
Yair Margalit, Ph.d.

in this new edition of his 
classic text, Yair Margalit 
gives complete and current 
pictures of the basic 
and advanced science 
behind the biochemistry 
of vilification, making the 
updated Concepts in Wine 
Chemistry the broadest and 
most meticulous book on 
the topic in print.

$89.95 
ISBN 978-1-935879-81-7 
Hardcover, 7 x 10 inches, 
550 pp., illustrations, charts, 
graphs, and fully indexed

BiOdYnaMic Wine, 
deMYstified
nicholas Joly, foreword by 
Mike Benziger & Joshua 
greene

Joly shares the core 
philosophy behind 
biodynamic viticulture 
and explains why the 
use of foreign substances 
disrupt vineyard ecology 
and are ultimately 
counterproductive to a 
wine’s best, consistent 
expression.

$24.95 
ISBN 978-1-934259-02-3 
Paperback, 6 x 9 inches, 
180 pp., color plates and 
fully indexed

understanding Wine 
technOlOgY, 3rd editiOn
david Bird, foreword by 
hugh Johnson

this completely revised and 
updated edition deciphers 
all the new scientific 
advances that have cropped 
up in the last several 
years and conveys them 
in Bird’s typically clear and 
plainspoken style.

$44.95 
ISBN 978-1-934259-60-3 
Paperback, 6 x 8 inches, 
328 pp., full-color 
illustrations, charts, and 
fully indexed

VieW frOM the VineYard: 
a Practical guide tO 
sustainaBle WinegraPe 
grOWing 
clifford P. Ohmart, Ph.d. 

this comprehensive 
examination of the subject 
provides the farmer with 
a path to a sustainable 
vineyard and concludes 
with a self-assessment 
guide in which growers can 
easily track their progress.

$34.95 
ISBN 978-1935879909 
Hardcover, 7 x 10 inches, 
240 pp., color and fully 
indexed

BOardandBench.cOM


